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Effect of Long TE on T1 Measurement in STEAM
Progressive Saturation Experiment
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Progressive saturation (1) is the most widely used longitu- sive saturation experiment. Results from simulations and mea-
surements performed on a phantom are also presented.dinal relaxation measurement technique in localized clinical

proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy. When flip angles For simplicity, we will exclude coupling effects, and assume
off-resonance and diffusion effects are negligible, all flip anglesand frequency settings are near ideal, peak signal intensities

from a single-pulse progressive saturation (PS) experiment are perfect 907, spin–spin relaxation (T *2) dominates the natural
transverse relaxation (T2), i.e., T2 É T *2 , and B0 inhomogeneitycan be shown to obey (1)
is dominated by the application of crusher gradients. The influ-

S(TD) Å S0[1 0 exp(0TD/T1)] , [1] ence of slice-selective gradients can be ignored if the gradients
are balanced with rephasers to correct for dephasing caused by

where S(TD) is the signal intensity as a function of the the application of these gradient pulses. Since we are interested
delay time (TD), T1 is the longitudinal relaxation time, and in relaxation effects, it is easier to follow the macroscopic mag-
S0 is the signal intensity when TD @ T1 . For the original netization, i.e., the ‘‘ensemble average,’’ at particular points in
single-pulse PS sequence, TD is equal to the repetition time time than to analyze the effects of the sequence on individual
(TR), and Eq. [1] may be rewritten as spin systems where we must be concerned with coupling effects.

Let M0 represent the macroscopic thermal equilibrium mag-
S(TR) Å S0[1 0 exp(0TR/T1)] . [2] netization, and Mz and Mxy the net macroscopic longitudinal and

transverse magnetization in the rotating frame, respectively, for
Recent 1H MRS studies have measured the T1 of metabolites a group of equivalent spins with IÅ 1

2. For the STEAM sequence
using long echo times in the spectroscopic stimulated echo shown in Fig. 1, all pulses are 9070x . Immediately following
acquisition mode (STEAM) localization sequence (2–7), and the first pulse at time t Å 0/ , the longitudinal magnetization is
fitted to Eq. [2]. rotated into the transverse plane such that the longitudinal (z)

Unfortunately, for multipulse sequences, Eq. [2] no longer and transverse (xy) components are given by
accurately describes the longitudinal relaxation behavior, even

Mz(0/) Å 0 [3]if ideal conditions of perfect RF pulses and negligible off-reso-
nance effects are assumed. For STEAM at short echoes times Mxy(0/) Å Mz(00) .
(TE) and short mixing times (TM), relative to T1, Eq. [2] is

We assume that the net transverse magnetization immediately
a valid approximation, but it begins to fail as TE and/or TM

before the first pulse is equal to zero. This condition may be
increases, giving elevated T1 values for increasing TE and/

easily met by allowing at least 3T*2 for acquisition, or applyingor TM. Although Eq. [1] has been previously employed as a
a homospoil gradient pulse at the end of the sequence.correction factor for localized STEAM 1H MRS concentration

Over the interval t1–0, the longitudinal magnetizationmeasurements (8, 9), to our knowledge, specific derivation of
recovers toward M0 , while the xy component decays at athe equation and examination of PS dependence on TE or TM
natural rate of 1/T2 . The transverse magnetization is alsohas not been investigated. This Note presents an analytical deri-
dephased by application of crusher gradient G1 , such thatvation of the equation, using an approach similar to that of
immediately before the second pulse at t Å t1 ,Shoup, Becker, and Farrar (10), for a STEAM sequence to

Mz(t10) Å M0[1 0 exp(0t1 /T1)]evaluate the effects of TE on the T1 measurement of the progres-

Mxy(t10) Å Mz(00)exp(0t1 /T2)
* Currently at the Health Sciences Center, Department of Radiology,

1 exp(0ig**G1rdrdt) Å 0. [4]University of Virginia, Box 170, Charlottesville, Virginia 22908.
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The ensemble average of the xy component is equal to such that the only nonzero element is the second term, our
stimulated echo:zero for large values of *G1 ( t )dt . However, we will fol-

low Mxy (t10 ) since it will later lead to the stimulated
Mxy(t3) Å 0 1

2Mz(00)exp[0(t3 / t1 0 t2) /T2]echo (11 ) . Immediately after the second pulse part of
Mxy (t10 ) is stored along the longitudinal axis, while the 1 exp[0(t2 0 t1) /T1] . [9]
net transverse magnetization is now composed of the pre-
viously recovered longitudinal magnetization and the re- The longitudinal magnetization recovers until the sequence
maining part of Mxy (t10 ) : is repeated at time t4 :

Mz(t4) Å M0{1 0 exp[0(t4 0 t2) /T1]} [10]Mz(t1/) Å 0Mz(00)exp(0t1 /T2)
/ Mz(t2/)exp[0(t4 0 t2) /T1] .

1 sin(g**G1rdrdt) Å 0
Using the steady-state constraint that Mz(t4) Å Mz(00) ,

Mxy(t1/) Å Mz(t10) / Mz(00) and ignoring contributions from the second term in Mz(t4)
since its net signal is zero, we find that the steady-state

1 exp(0t1 /T2cos(g**G1rdrdt) . [5] transverse magnetization is

Mxy(t3) Å 01
2M0{1 0 exp[0(t4 0 t2) /T1]}Over the interval t2 – t1 , the recovery of the longitudi-

nal magnetization toward M0 entails T 1 relaxation of the 1 exp[0(t3 / t1 0 t2) /T2]
dephased Mz (t1/ ) , while the transverse magnetization
undergoes T 2 relaxation as well as dephasing by G2 : 1 exp[0(t2 0 t1) /T1] . [11]

Mz(t20) Å M0[1 0 exp(0(t2 0 t1) /T1)] / Mz(t1/)exp[0(t2 0 t1) /T1]

Mxy(t20) Å Mz(t10)exp[0(t2 0 t1) /T2]exp(0ig**G2rdrdt)

/ Mz(00)exp(0t2 /T2)cos(g**G1rdrdt)exp(0ig**G2rdrdt) Å 0. [6]

The final pulse creates a multitude of possible coherences in the transverse plane

Mz(t2/) Å 0Mz(t10)exp[0(t2 0 t1) /T2]sin(g**G2rdrdt)

0 Mz(00)exp(0t2 /T2)cos(g**G1rdrdt)sin(g**G2rdrdt) Å 0

Mxy(t2/) Å M0{1 0 exp[0(t2 0 t1) /T1]}

0 Mz(00)exp(0t1 /T2)exp[0(t2 0 t1) /T1] i sin(g**G1rdrdt)

/ Mz(t10)exp[0(t2 0 t1) /T2]cos(g**G2rdrdt) [7]

/ Mz(00)exp(0t2 /T2)cos(g**G1rdrdt)cos(g**G2rdrdt) .

At time t3 , when the signal is acquired, the transverse magnetization has experienced gradient G1 and undergone
T2 relaxation

Mxy(t3) Å M0{1 0 exp[0(t2 0 t1) /T1]}exp[0(t3 0 t2) /T2]exp(0ig**G1rdrdt)

0 Mz(00)exp[0(t2 0 t1) /T1]exp[0(t3 0 t2 / t1) /T2] i sin(g**G1rdrdt)exp(0ig**G1rdrdt)

/ Mz(t10)exp[0(t3 0 t1) /T2]cos(g**G2rdrdt)exp(0ig**G1rdrdt)

/ Mz(00)exp(0t3 /T2)cos(g**G1rdrdt)cos(g**G2rdrdt)exp(0ig**G1rdrdt) , [8]
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where N is the number of measurements used to describe
the relaxation curve, and a values are weighting factors.
Because a and b are functions of TR, TE, and TM, PS T1

experiments that differ in any of these three parameters may
yield different T*1 values. The correction given in Eq. [12]
removes these factors from the T1 measurement.

A comparison of the differences obtained when using Eqs.
[2] and [12] as models for T1 data from a PS experiment is
shown in Table 1 for a 500 ml distilled water sample con-
taining 0.05 ml of Magnavist (Berlex Laboratories Inc.,
Wayne, New Jersey), a clinical contrast agent containing
gadopentate dimeglumine. All measurements were per-
formed on 1.5 T Magnetom Vision MRI whole-body system
(Siemens Medical Systems, Erlanger, Germany) using a 27
cm diameter quadrature birdcage coil. A 2.5 1 2.5 1 2.5FIG. 1. Spectroscopic STEAM localization sequence. Gz , Gx , and Gy
cm volume was localized in the center of the phantom usingare slice-selective gradients applied along their respective axis. G1 and G2

a spectroscopic STEAM sequence. The latter half of theare crushers of identical pulse lengths applied along all three axes. The t
values are the instantaneous times, whereas the echo time (TE), mixing stimulated echo was acquired at TM Å 10 ms, and TR Å
time (TM), and delay time (TD) represent time intervals. 12, 10, 7.5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.5, and 1.25 s for TE Å 27, 60, 90,

135, and 270 ms. Stimulated echo data were apodized using
a Gaussian filter (3 Hz line broadening), and zero-filled to
4K prior to FFT. Peak heights of the water resonance fromBy replacing time differences with TR, TM, and TE, we
magnitude spectra were used for all T1 measurements tonow see how the steady-state magnetization varies as a func-
avoid possible phase errors. An iterative Marquardt–Lev-tion of TR:
enberg algorithm provided in Sigma Plot (Jandel Corpora-
tion, San Rafael, California) was used to fit peak heights toMxy(TR)
Eqs. [2] and [12].

ÅM0TE,TM
{10 exp[(TE/2/ TM0 TR)/T1]}, [12] Accounting for the effects of partial saturation through

the use of Eq. [12] reduces the error difference between the
minimum and maximum T1 values from 6 to 1%, while thewhere
coefficient of variance (CV) is reduced fourfold, 2.5% to
less than 0.6%. This is in good agreement with simulationsM0TE,TM

Å 01
2M0 exp(0TM/T1 0 TE/T2) . [13]

we performed. Assuming a T1 of 2.0 s, a PS data set was
simulated using Eq. [12] for TR Å 10.0, 8.0, 7.0, 6.0, 5.0,

Equation [12] may be rewritten as 4.0, 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, and 1.25 s for TE Å 30, 60, 90, 135, and
270 ms, and TM Å 10 ms. The percent error between the

Mxy(TR) Å M0TE,TM
[1 0 exp(0TR/bT1)] , [14] minimum and maximum T1 was 8%, and the CV was 3%

when the simulated data was fitted to Eq. [2] . The scale of
these errors may seem insignificant in comparison to thewhere

1/b Å 1 0 (TE/2 / TM)/TR. [15]
TABLE 1

Correction of T1 in the STEAM PS Experiment forRecognizing t4– t2 in Eq. [11] as the delay time, the steady-
TE-Dependent Partial Saturation Effectsstate transverse magnetization as a function of TD may be

written as T1 (s)

TE (ms) TD Å TR TD Å TR 0 TE/2 0 TMMxy(TD) Å M0TE,TM
[1 0 exp(0TD/T1)] . [16]

27 2.274 2.215
For non-zero TE and/or TM, b will always be greater 60 2.297 2.215

90 2.298 2.197than one, so the measured or apparent relaxation value
135 2.326 2.193(T*1 ) , will be a weighted average of the various bT1 values
270 2.432 2.190

Mean { std. dev. 2.324 { 0.059 2.202 { 0.012
T*1 Å

(N
iÅ1 aibiT1

N
, [17] (CV) (2.5%) (0.5%)
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